Quick to Program
Online training videos teach you
how to program your controller in
minutes!

LNK WiFi Ready
Combined with Rain Bird’s LNK WiFi
Module (sold separately), you can
receive internet-based weather data
that adjusts irrigation schedules on
a daily basis for up to 30% water
savings.

Built to Last
With more than 50 years of controller
design experience, Rain Bird’s legacy
of quality has been integrated into
the ESP-RZXe.

ESP-RZXe Controller
Eliminate the guesswork from your irrigation controller
Say goodbye to common programming issues. The ESP-RZXe
is modeled after the simplicity of your DVR. Simply pick a zone,
set the run time, start times and watering days, all from the same
screen! With zone-based scheduling, the ESP-RZXe allows your
irrigation system to be fine-tuned to the individual needs of each
zone, without the hassle of having to deal with multiple “programs”.
When the ESP-RZXe is used along with LNK WIFI module, you can
access, control and monitor your irrigation system from anywhere
in the world. Local weather data can be used to adjust watering
schedules automatically on a daily basis. This results in up to 30%
water savings.

ESP-RZXe Controller
Quick to Program
llContractor

Rapid Programming makes the ESPRZXe program like a traditional controller at
installation.

llStart times, watering days and run time by zone,

all on one screen!

Easy to Use

Start times are automatically stacked so that only
one zone irrigates at a time.

llEliminates

common homeowner programming
errors, like adding a start time for every zone or
adding a zone to the wrong program.

llFor

the ultimate flexibility, each zone can be
scheduled as its own program.

llPowerful features such as At-A-Glance program-

ming, six start times per zone and more!

WiFi Compatible
llEasy

access, monitor and operate your system
from anywhere.

llAutomatically

and seamlessly enjoy the water
saving benefits of daily seasonal adjustment.

Zone-specific schedules are easy to understand and modify.

Indoor/Outdoor models available
in 4, 6 and 8 station configurations.
Indoor Model

LNK WiFi Module*
A revolutionary NEW product from Rain Bird
that enables instant WiFi connectivity!
* Sold separately

Outdoor Model

Advanced Features
llContractor

Default™. Allows you to simply
save and restore your custom schedule.

llRain Sensor bypass by zone.
llAlso compatible with Rain Bird’s LIMR remote.
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